“I would deliver lectures that got standing ovations, but later, in the tests and essays, it was clear to me that the students just didn’t get it.”

Daniel S. Greenberg (author and educator)

Writing Across the College (WAC) workshop #1

"Writing as a Tool for Learning"

How can writing be used to help students learn?

Date: 8/22/2008  Time: Noon - 1:00 pm
Date: 8/26/2008  Time: 3:30 - 4:30 pm

Location: IDC SCB 2401

Adjunct faculty are eligible for compensation if they attend.

Co-sponsored by the English Department and the Instructional Development Center

Can’t make it to a scheduled event? Contact Jennifer Swartout at Jennifer.Swartout@heartland.edu to set up your individual session! (Also available to individual program areas/disciplines!)